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УДК 539.145

С.В.Аккелин, Н.А.Кобылинский, Е.С.Мартынов

Адронные процессы с большими передачами импульса и правила
кваркового счета в многочастичной дуальной амплитуде

Построена дуальная N-частичная амплитуда, удовлетворяющая
правилам кваркового счета для процессов с большими переданными
импульсами. Показано, что существенный вклад в степень убыва-
ния амплитуды в жестком кинематическом пределе дают многочастич-
ные каналы.

S.V.Akkelln, N.A.Kobylineky, B.S.Martynov

Hadronio Prooeeaes With Large Transfer Momenta
and Quark Counting Rule* in Multipartiole Dual Amplitude

A dual N-partiole amplitude satisfying the quark counting ru-

les for the prooesses with large transfer momenta ia oonstruc-

ted. The multipartiole ohannels are shown to give an essential

contribution to the amplitude decreasing power in a hard kine-

matio liait.
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INTliODUCTION

Modern physios of hadron interactions distinguishes two

fields of research with different methodology. They are oonven-

tionally called soft and ..ard physios. In studying hard prooes-

aee with large transfer momenta, the perturbative QCD methods

and such general principles as automodelity or dimension analy-

sis are dominant [i-3]. In describing soft interactions, i.e.,

processes with small transfer momenta, the perturbative QCD

theory is, generally speaking, inapplicable» Here one uses not

so unambiguous but effectively operating methods of S-matrix

theory [4,5].
The relation between soft and hard hadron prooesses was re-

peatedly discussed in literature. For binary and inolusive pro-

oesses this was successfully done within a Reggeized version of

the constituent interchange model (СШ) jj,6-9]. In our opinion

a very useful tool to study this relation are dual models £10,

11].
As it was already noted [12-14] the power behaviour of the

binary amplitude is attained when using the Regge trajeotoriee

with logarithmic behaviour at infinity, i.e., when |S|-*oo

However, there is a prinoipal difference In two versions of rea-

lizing the power behaviour in dual models.

In the fiidt one [14,15} the asymptotic behaviour of the

binary prooess amplitude has the form

where m j e a ^ - i , m c»tt t-1 , and П4 and O
t
 are the sum

numbers of quarks lo direot and oroeeed ohannele, respectively

(see Fig.1).

In the eeoond one [16] whioh. agree*, In essence, with QCD

and COI oonolueiona [1,2"]

AC».t) - а^Ч""
1
". (2)

In our paper we generalise the version (2) for the case of

arbitrary N-partlole dual amplitude. This generalisation allows
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ua, first, to demonstrate the principal possibility to have auto-

model behaviour in dual models. Than, to see how the multipar-

tiole amplitudes depend on various multiparticle invariants in

a hard kinematic region. We consider further only diagrams with

quarko/iium reygeon interchanges in all channels. The pbmeron

terma of the amplitude require special investigation.

TOUR-PARTICLE AMPLITUDE

In our previous paper [16] we studied the Regge dual model

of four-partiole amplitude that satisfies the quark counting

rulea for hard hadronic processes.To generalize it for the H-par-

tiole case it turned out to be necessary to realize some changes

in the model that do not involve principal properties and conclu-

sions made in Ref.[i6j.

The dual approximation for the binary amplitude is repreaun-

ted by the sum of different terma (st-, ut-, su-) oorreaponding to

possible planar quark diagrams. In particular, the at-term is

written aa [10,16]

Here the indices d and с denote the direct and crossed chan-

nels ,

"She dc(^t4~X) is determined analogously. The numbers ип
ь

and m e are oonnected with the total quark numbers ( H
d
 and

n
t
 ) in direct and oroeaed channels: т ^ в п ^ - ! , m

t
« n

{
- 1 .

The funotion ^(x") eatiafiea, on to.i], the following con-

ditions

Im<K*)=O, <U4>W41 , 4^) + Ф0-Ж)«1 , Ф(о)»о.

We remind that the dual amplitude contains the planar oomponenta

of the trajectories <*a(s) and «*
c
Ct) .
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When the N-particle oase is generalized the functions io(

and Yc prove to be of special interest. They should not de-

form the Regge properties of the amplitude which are discussed

in Ref.[icf]. At the same time they allow to combine the HeRge

behaviour of the amplitude in soft kinematic region with quark

counting rules under the large angle scattering. These functions

wi3 1 be represented ae

(the TQ(t»<~*)
 ia written analogously). The exponent contai-

ning the trajectory intercept is necessary to make the amplitu-

de independent of interacting quark flavours in hard region.

(The problems of deodoration, the amplitude parameters ratio

for various processes won't be discussed here. They are conside-

red in detail In Ref.[i6^ and can be easily solved for the given

amplitude).

Aa it was noted in Refs.[i2-14l the power decrease of the

amplitude such as (3) at 6-» e», t-»-oo and fixed a/t ratio

is attained if the trajectories °<ei(S) and ottlt) exhibit lo-

garithmic behaviour at infinity, i.e.

We clarify now what conditions should the functions G(x) and

?(1-X) satisfy that the quark oounting rules (2) were carried

out in tho amplitude (3).

In hard kinematio region the behaviour of the amplitude is

determined by a oentral part of the integration interval, i.e.

where

J«) + G(i-x)]
\/(x) = - U
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In the saddle point x = 6" up to factora vw (s/s*
9
*) and

) -

(-t/t
w
)

One can ahow that the quark counting rules, i.e.

is performed if first Ф(*) /* -*-1 at 5C-*o , then, the saddle

point ia independent of m
d
 and m

t
 , and S"= 1/a . Then for

G(x) and £(*) we have

[V '(V2) * &'(Va)][u(*M) -TJc(^c)] (4)

<)] « O .

( 6 }

Since m^ aad w e are arbitrary then it follows from Eqa.(5),

(6) that

V(Va) + Q(t/2) = o. (8)

tfot imposing reatriotiona on generality, one may assume that

=1 , then

v'CVa)

If ^A(w)="5c(v«) =Q*«+b then instead of Eqa.dO) and (11) we

have

Thus, asymptotics of the amplitude (3) in hard kinematic

region ia determined by

ACS,t) * /* CS, i. т
л
, m

c
)(- ^ ^
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where /A(S,t,w<i,w
t
) is the function oontaining the powers of

logarithms of s and t whose specific form depends on the va-

lues of derivatives of Г and G at the point jf e1/2.

We now oan specify the role of these funotiosis in forming

the automodel properties c/ the amplitude (3). The function

G(x) in the saddle region compensates the "Regge factor" V(x)

(otherwize the amplitude decreases too fast with increasing о

and t t
1
"/])» The funotion F(x) generates the automodel regi-

me and gives the correct dependence on the quark numbers in di-

rect and crossed channels. Both these functions should stabili-

ze the saddle region round the point X, «1/2.

N-PARTICLE AMPLITUDE

As in the case of four-particle amplitude in the planar ap-

proximation the amplitude ox the interaction of К spiniess

particles proves to be the sum of terms corresponding to diag-»

rams with the given arrangement of particles. We deal with one

of them shown in Fig.2. The momenta of all hadrooe are ohoaen

"incoming", then the invariant variables are determined as fol-

lowe

The term of the amplitude corresponding to diagram in Pig.2 has

the form

M-3

p.?

In Appendix A we remind the rules for the construction of the

dual N-partiole amplitudes, determination and properties of in-

tegration variables JC£ i and Ep,̂ ,

The funotion ЧЧ^к^Хтп.) is used to aafiafj' the addi-

tional requirements to the amplitude, the me in properties such

aa duality, faotorizability, etc. should not then be broken. In

a simplest version, i.e., in the Vereaiano amplitude [i1,18,19]
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We formulate the requirements producible to the U-particle

empij tuue on the baaia of which we shall generalize the model

of the preceding seotion.

1. The amplitude ahould роваеяа the factoriaabiiity proper-

ty. If the variable S{; takes the value» close to iTu such

that

then tha residue in the pole over 5i; ia (eit least at the main

level) the product of auiplitudea with less number of particles,

namely

'Phis ia ahown graphically in I'ig.3.

2. The amplitude ahould satisfy the quark counting rule in

the hard region. I.e., if all invariants \S;: | <^ S-*" oo for

all i. and i then [7~\

M

where

Иц. ia the number of quarks in a hadron % . Por our further

studies we rewrite the power M
N
 as follows

Here Kl̂  is the number of quarks "passing" from hadron V to

that of \ + 1 . (We firat consider the diagrams where quarit li

nes connect only the neighbouring hadrona).

Omitting the multipliers containing intercepts of trajecto-

ries easy to be reproduced we rewrite the amplitude (3) in the

form

where
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Here and in what follows ij denotes any channel which is dual

to that of î  (for details see Appendix A).

We attract our attention to the fact that the functions

V(xij) and Gr(Xii) in (17) contain the variable X^ of

"their own" channel whereas the function ;r(>tj) depends on

the variable of a dual channel. After thia remark it is quite ob-

vious to go over to a N-particle amplitude. We write it aa

TTXtyi^ {}) , (18)

J

4
Here *n-- as И';-л+ Wj i and summation ie carried out over all ohan-

nela ч! » Ч dual to the given one ij . the presence of the

( ) (6
funotion H(Xg) is due to the term (N-4)/2 in (16). Por K=4

in Eq. (17) HCXIpaO • The argument {*} in functions G

and P means that they are dependent on many other variables

except for f.\\ and XfT. We will further discuss this dependen-

oe.

At the end of the preceding section we noted the role of G

and P functions in A
4
(s,t). Their sensible weight in multi-

partiole amplitude ia the same. But now we should oonatruot them

so that the faotorization requirements be fulfilled.

We first consider the compensating funotion GrfXi^it*}) .

If it were dependent only on *n variable then the factorization

property would automatically be satisfied. But as is shown in

appendix В the saddle points S"p,M ( p is the number of partio-

les in the channel ii , t>«. д — v-«-1 end for fizedN, p»2,3
r

...,[%]) concentrate to unity with increasing H . To oorapenaate

the "Regge factor" V(xj;) it is neoeesary that

) - O (20)
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at all p and N . For aufficient ly smooth (i.e., nonosoilla-

ting with frequency the larger the larger ia N ) functions G

the equality (20) would mean

G(x) = - V(*> , * e Lo,il.

Thie is, surely, inapplicable aince the amplitude v/ould loose

all polea in the Marulelstaut variable S;; . Hence, 0 should ц1зо

depend on other integration variables. Beaidoa that for na<:h

iJ there ia ita own function G
N
( x u ; {xj)

We ahow in Appendix ii that the compensating function ia

raperesented in the form

wliere {
x
}p ia the set of variables corresponding to all sub-

channela wituin И , and {^jN-p
 a r e

 subhanaal variables in

^ + 1, i-i s j+1»
141
 ••̂ -I • The function & (^u»l

x
lp) can be

written in the form

p

Here £•• ia the number of oluatera where p particles from v.̂

ohannel are combined, к,,,...,I:̂  are numbers of particles in the

se clusters (a oluater can involve only one particle). The no-

tation (*)w
m

 i a
 used for the product of all integration va-

riablea corresponding to this oluater, (Я),,»'! . If now

then the amplitude (18) with the funotion G
M
 ot the form (21)

satisfies the faotorization conditions,

POT instance, for p«4 the possible separations

into oluater are shown in Fig.4
t
 and for G ^ ' function we have
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Further specification of compensating function properties

is possible if additional requirements are being imposed.

We now turn to oonstruoting the function г (xn'i \ X\ ) .

We consider one term of the sum (19) in ГТ channels dual to

that of И . Let it be the Kl channel (see Pig.5). When pole

la formed in any of the channels dual to <t , the dependenoe

on *b\(£, should vanish. Really, if the amplitude is faotorized

in the pole, then one of faotorized parts contains w t and

another - W j . Hence it follows that

F|A Ф П = °
 at X

a=
1

as, aocording to (Л.2), X ^ « 1 - П *Е? • Repeating the argu-

ments used to construct the compensating function we write

where •" and
 r

 are constructed by the same way that

the Or , G functions

(22)

N-PARTICLE AMPLITUDE IN HARD КИШМАТЮ REGION

We consider a kinematic region where all invariants Sn

are large, and |S\i|afS • In the Veneziano model, i.e., in the

amplitude (12) with conditions (13) the main contribution to

the integral comes from the region near the point where all tiro-

particle variables are equal one to another

as well as three-partiole variables

etc. Properties of ®*p,K ere given in Appendix B.

Analogoua to the way it had been done for the four-partiolt»
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amplitude in order for FN5^0 , G n ^ O no to change the saddle

points €Гр,н with varying quark content of interacting partio

lea. This results in equations for derivative functions V,G,H

and P in saddle points 6p,N . V/e won't discuss them because

they are oumbersome.

Up to mutipiiers depending or. logarithms tw | S\.\\ and

angles of outooraing particle (i.e. on ratios S /

S>\,\+k-4 (23)

where

H
P
 =

In a saddle point Q and F - theae are the numbers depen

dant on their indices, ^j%
 a n <

* N • This has been shown by

having written oonvmitionally W ae an argument. The function

(^(m) was assumed universal.

It was established that for quark counting rules in four-

partiole amplitude it is necessary

M
) +G

U)
(A) =o.

Similarly for arbitrary H it follows from Kq.(23)

In this case the power of decreasing ot W-particle amplitude in

bard kinematic region is completely determined by Q (m) and

p (N) • The quark counting rules (15),(16) mean that

Prom the fact that игц are linearly involved in M^ it fol-

lows that the function q(m) should be linear. If, as in Eq.(9)

<^(m) sshl, then

Hence we get
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- i / 2 ( 2 5 )

There is no contradiction to the condition &\*fe) ~ 1 in the
case of four-partiole amplitude since S£(Va) = 2 F*4'^) .

The dual H-particle amplitude permits to establish certain
relations between the powers of rarjltipartiole invariants. Ha-
rd, ng summed (24) over all v , we determine the total power of
k-partiole invariants

^рХ^ЗП, (
k
H|^N), (27)

where

so that for J к the reourrent relation

TU)

is valid. The formulae for J»( are.obtained by changing In

formulae for j j ° the functions P
t o
\w) for HiF

l M
(N).

We separate, in the limit ooncerned, the amplitude depen-

denoe on arbitrary two-partiole invariant

A
N
 ~

where
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The power of an invariant should remain negative if the number

of quark lines Wp+i increases, therefor?

, 2 i p * N - Z . (29)

As 6
>

k/M
-»1 at N-ч-во (Appendix B) then from Eqs.(25) and (26)

it follows that Н(б"
к(
ц)-*1 at N - ю о . since H(6i,<,) * H(Va) • О

then one can consider that H(3t)>0 at </2 i X 6 1 . Talcing

into account Eq.(28) this means that

and, therefore,

or

Thus, multiparticle invariants give aD essential contribution

to the oommon power of decreasing of the amplitude.

CONCLUSION

The main conclusion we arrived here in is as follows. Not

only four-partiole £16] but also multiparticle dual amplitudes
make it possible to take into account the quark hadron structu-
re. They combine here explicitly the Regge behaviour in a soft
interaction with quark counting rules in a hard kinematic region.

We would like to emphasize again that the power of ampli-
tude decreasing with invariant increasing depends on the quark
content of crossed channels rather than on tlie direct one. Con-
cerning this fact we follows Refs. [i,2̂ j but, however, oppose
the alternative approach presented in Refa. [14,15^« In Kefs.£i4,
15^ the authors oonneot unambiguously the power of decreasing
in the invariant with the Regge trajectory parameters and, oon-
eequently, with the number of quarks in the channel with this
invariant 8 • To olarify the problem both further theoretical
studies and phenomenologio analysis cf experimental data is ne-
oaesary.
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ЛРРЕ1Ш1Х A

We remind briefly the main rulea according to which the

dual amplitudes and the integration variable properties are

constructed £i1,18ti9j.

Instead of diagram in Pig.2 it is oonvenient to consider

the polygon with N sidea whose vertices correspond to partio-

lea (Pig.6). We oall U. the channel that includes the partic-

les with the numbers from t to within I (counterclook-

wiae). We compare this channel and the integration variable X{\

plotted ae a median of polygon that cuts off the vertices with

the numbers from \ to i The number of such variables equals

N(N-3)/2 . The channels dual to the given one will be called

those ones to which medians intersecting those of the given one

correspond. We require that all variables JC;; changed within,

the interval [o,i]. Aocording to dual theory the amplitude more

exactly the term oorresponding to the diagram with the given

arrangement of particles (for instance, diagram in Pig.2) ie

written in the form of integral

We require next that the poles of amplitude in the variable Stj

were generated by the integration region Х[\^О . Then in the

simplest case

so that for jCijurO et(s;̂ ,*lj) ac oC (Sip where ei(Sipi
e
 the

Regge trajectory in the ohannel ij

In order to separate independent variables out of the «hole

set of JCU ones it is necessary to use the duality conditions.

They imply that la channels dual to one another the polea in

Mandelstam invariants cannot arise simultaneously. This means,

in its turn, that У\\ and Xff variable* oorresponding to in-

terseoting medians oannot vanish simultaneously. Analytioally

this requirement ie expressed as follows» Let us introduce the

definitions
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>-4 н*1-г

П *ц -XI

The duality conditions are read ea

l *
4 ( A

-
i }

The latter oan be written otherwise

where the produot ia taken in all channels dual to the given

one tj .

We can show fisj aolviny the system of equations (A.1) that

there are N-3 independent variables via whioh all the remai-

ning variables X\\ are expressed. It is easy to understand thai.

these variables correspond to one of possible sets of N-3 non-

intersecting medians of polygon with the N sides.

Especially vividly these properties oan be shown by means

of quark planar diagrams!. The N-partiole diagram for quark-

antiquark mesons ia given in Pig.7. The formation of resonance

in 1Д channel, i.e. the pole in amplitude in the Ьм variab-

le corresponds to contracting the quark lines of I and i

mesons (Fig.8). Simultaneously it is possible to reproduoe, in

plane diagram, N-3 of such oontraotions.

One of possible ohoioes of independent variables is shown

in Pig.9. The independent variables are

Then for the remaining variables

*.. -г С̂  - ̂ ц-^)с-1- »>-«л) (А.З)

where

* 0 . (А.4)

The N-partiol« amplitude 1e written in these variables (12).
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В

Aa it wae noted above the quark counting rules are perfor-

med if the saddle-point region In the kinematic limit I Sij| ~

<v S -* oo ie independent of the number of quark linee Ш{ .

Thie ia possible if (as in the Veneziano model) the p-partiole

integration variables are equal one to another, i.e.

To find the &p.N values it suffices to ooneider the

system of equations following from (A.3)

-s «-a

(B.2)

where 2
2
 : are determined by (A.4). Taking Into aooount (B.I)

we rewrite (B.2) in the form

(B.3)

The system of equations (B.3) is transformed as

(B.4)

Bxpreasing *,,p through

•to, It is seen that

. *а,|»И through «,,
p
+t

(B.5)

Her* ^KO*) i* the polyno* of X . Harlng written for

*«,МЧ*и) Сж.н) trom (B.4) by мшив of (B.5)
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and lmmedjHtely from (П.5)

we ^et Uio recurrent relation for

From tlie last equality in (B.4) we get the equation

r
N
(^

i ( N
)= r

N
.

t
(ff

B
.

H
)6k

tM
 - г

м
.

8
(в

а # м
)(4 - e

a
,

w
) = о,

oloslrig tlie system (B.6) and allows one to find ^"а,м •

Bqe.(B.3) wa find alno

(B.8)

Б'гош reourreut relationa (B.6) one oan find the axpJJoit form

of the funoticui

One оан oonolude £rom (P.9) and (B,7) that at

Heuoe it follows that в'р^-»^ at

in this seotion we find the reetrlotions onto a oooipenea-

funution G
N
(*i^ » {xj ) which follow from th« f aotorizati ou

requirement (14).

/s|i')"O i*
 в а

У ^£T vanlshee (due to dualityii/s|i)"O

relation (A.2) y-,j . 1 , therefore S^ « S ^ Ф(-1- ^ ^

= 0, fyo)so). The function G-
N
(jUi»{*}) should be regarded as
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Jndependenfc of XfT variables corresponding ко channels dual to

11 . VVe represent it as

where p»j-iH ia the number of partioles in the »i channel

and П-р is the number of parti aleu in the channel i-n
t
i~iK

s ^+1 , M-vi-1 and {*},, is the set ot variables correspon-

ding to subchannels in Ч ({*)>,_Г*
п
|Л*~*)'

Опв
 should bear in mind

that J'jtt.HiXj^n-i-Jij,

We consider the amplitude near the pole in Sj; . The main

contribution to the integral comes from the integration region

д;; а» о • The amplitude faotoriees into the product of two

amplitudes (see Fig.3) and one of them oontains a multiplier

under the integral

lti»O

and the seoond one - the analogous multiplier with

Gr 'wMn-i). Such multipliers in the initial construction of

multipartiole amplitude should be absent. Therefore

c £ W v - <£%л*\«-
?
) -о. (c.2)

We note that having represented Gm as the sum (C.1) we've

lost (in eaoh of the terms) the H-dependenoe, i.e. &м(-*м>\*)р)

is completely determined only by the \\ obannel. Henoe we'll

oonsider further only the function Q **(*i\'» \*\r) » omitting in

it the index N and G^~
f)
(jt^; ̂

ж
)м-

г
) will be oonstruoted by

the same rules as G

Forming the pole in Ц», variable inside the ii ohannel,

i.e. v<t<*i(j , in the faotoriced amplitude, the l^ ohannel

oonaint* already not the p partioleei but р-^*< . where

• cm-l-vi . Sinoe the main oontribution into the integral is

determined by Jf^tfcO * t
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^ % i {* w )
 (с

'
3)

The procedure can be repeated many times. Sufficiently simple,

but, probably, not the unique way to satisfy the property (C.3)

ie the representation of the function \я С*ч» l*lfp)
 a

s

where to the function Q, there corresponds the set of partio-

lea in Ь clusters (we put that one particle is also a olus-

ter). The summation takes into acoount all possibilities to form

t olueters of p partioles. Arguments in the function c»

are all variables of и channel apart from those which cor-

respond to ohannels being inside clusters. Partition in olueters

is shown in Fig.4 for p=4 .

Coinoidenoe of properties (C.3) and (C.4) requires that the

funotion Q. at t*p be independent explioitly of p . This

can be attained if

к ~
where (РО

И
 is the product of variables corresponding to a

cluster of n partioles, and (x), = 1 . If

then the funotion

(P)
 p

G 0 v l * ) f ) - £ Z V X { i ^
eatiafica th« amplitude faotorization condition,
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PIGURB CAPTIONS

Fig.1, Pour-partiole diagram with Arbitrary quark partlole о«я-

poaition.

Pig.2. N-partiol* diagram with, the given position of partiolta.

rig.3. Faotorisation of diagram under the pol* fornatioa in

ohannol..
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4• deparatiou of four-parbiol* olmnnel into all possible

oluetera.

. 5. Diagram where kl - ohannel dual to ij-oliamiel ia sepa-

rated.

Fig.6. Polygon corresponding to N-partiole diagram In Fig.2.

The isolated median oorresponds to x,.-integration

variable.

Plg.7. Quark diagram ooiiaeponding to IJ-meaon interaation.

Fig.e. 1'ole rommtion In Ij-oliannel ак line oontraction In

quark diagram.

lMg.9. Example of ohooaitig 1 ndenpendent integratjon variables In

amplitude (18).
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Fig.4.

Pig.5. Pig.6.

г+< i 1-2

Pig.7. Fig. 8.
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